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15. Abstract
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	 It was an unnormal large amount of snow in
the test-area ^.o i Rana this year.
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II TECHNIQUES
Work is going according to plans. Low - flying aircraft was used for two periods
to obtain snow-maps by the use of the natural gamma-radiation for the whole
test area in the south. We begin to gain some experience with this type of work,
and it goes very smoothly. All the data arc punched on cards and computations
are done in our computer where the constants from earlier flights are stored.
The result of the measurements this year for the Hardangervidda plateau was for
the west side that the amount of snow was well above average, 130-140%. On the
east side it was normal to a little below, 90-100%.
The catchment areas were also measured on the ground by regular weighings in
the traditional way.
For the test area in the north, the Rana-area, the amount of snow was for
above average 140-150%, as recorded by measurements on the ground.
All measurements were also confirmed by maps compiled by the Norwegian Meteo-
rological Institute based on recordings made at special precipitation stations
and statistics from previous years. We therefore havegood ground-truth -data for
the test sites.
The Norwegian satellite backing/receiving station in Northern Norway (Tromso)
has also been approached to see if it can deli •aer imagery from the NOAA-4
satellite. This would be very helpful in the snowmelt season. We have now the
necessary computer programs to handle NOAA-data digitally. Work we hav a done
so far indicate that digital imagery with a resolution of 900 metres in the
visible range (0,6-0,7 m) will be of grea t_ value for snow-mapping.
III ACCONTLIS12-E-NTS
1) NASA has agreed to extend the project for the north r^-cn test area through
/the surmnor of 1976 up to August 1. This is duc tothe difficult conditions in
this area during summer test period of 1975.
Work has continued with the obtained computer programs and we have gained some
experience for the future work on the project. We are now able to make subsets
from the original NASA-tapes, make printouts, do simple clustering unsupervised
and make a deskewed map with a variable scale. We are now trying out the pro-
grams on different types of objects like snow, ice and vegetation.
IV SIGNIFICANT RESULTS
None at this point.
V PUBLICATIONS
To increase the understanding for remote sensing in Norway a series of articles
has been prepared and published by newspapers throughout the country. We feel
that this kind of information is part of the project and important to gain
support for future work.
VI PROBLEMS
None ..t this point.
VII DATA QUALITY AND DELIVERY
Satisfactory.
IX CONCLUSION
At this point work is concentrated on collecting ground truth. Snow-melt will
start on about ,Say 10, and it will be difficult to use the material and draw
any conclusions before that date.
Oslo May 5, 1976
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